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the inventor user interface is one of the more difficult parts for people switching from autocad to inventor.it isnt
as difficult to learn as autocad, but it is more cluttered.so, if youre used to autocad, it may take a bit of time to
really get used to the user interface of inventor.furthermore, while in autocad you can see all of the available

geometry tools at a glance, inventor takes some steps to hide them.to make it easier to locate the tools in
inventor, they are organized into toolbars. you will need to learn where the tools are on each of the toolbars, as

well as how to use them.while youre learning the interface conventions, its a good idea to play with other
inventor users to ask for help.you can also look at the inventor forums at > autocad 2012 portable 64 bits the
inventor user interface conventions are not as intuitive or consistent as those of autocad.for example, inventor

calls toolbars by their name, and does not use the concept of a palette, so you will need to learn these
conventions.this is not a bad thing; its just a new way of doing things.so, its a good idea to play around and get

a feel for the toolbars and how the tools are organized.if you need help, look at the inventor forums at >
autocad 2012 portable 64 bits for example, in inventor, the archiving features are all grouped together on a

toolbar called archive/refine.there is no archiving toolbar in autocad.there is an archiving toolbar in inventor, but
its not organized like the archiving toolbar in autocad.this is not the only such change.inventor has more

toolbars than autocad.there are seven toolbars in inventor.autocad has seven toolbars too, but there are only
five toolbars visible at any time.furthermore, inventor has toolbars called rebar/refine/rename, whereas in

autocad you have refine/rename.here are a few other specific differences:
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